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Abstract
In distributed control system (DCS), computation tasks, which usually reside in different nodes and communicate with one
another to accomplish a common goal, have to be executed timely. Therefore, there is a need for special-purposed real-time
industrial networks. Foundation Fieldbus (FF) is characterized by explicitly distinguishing between periodic and aperiodic
messages. Centralized Media Access Control (MAC) is utilized by FF to support periodic messages, and distributed MAC to
support aperiodic messages. It is indicated that FF’s current mechanism using Pass Token (PT) priority and PT circulation period
cannot effectively guarantee the real-time requirement of important aperiodic messages. A detailed analysis shows the method of
computing Actual PT Circulation Period (APTCP) should be improved. An improved method of computing APTCP is proposed
in this paper, and then a method of determining Setting PT Circulation Period (SPTCP) is presented accordingly. In the end,
simulation validates the effect of the improved method on the real-time performance of urgent aperiodic messages in FF.
D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The increasing complexity of control systems, as
well as the large dimension of applications, such as
process control, factory automation, space vehicle
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system, etc., has lead to the development of distributed
control system (DCS), where control commands and
state information are exchanged through networks.
Within DCS, it is very necessary to execute computation tasks timely, which usually reside in different
nodes and communicate with one another to accomplish a common goal. It is difficult to ensure timely
results of tasks in a DCS without a network that
supports the timely inter-task messages [1 –3]. Therefore the temporal property of the underlying network is
important, and special-purposed real-time industrial
networks are in need.
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Foundation Fieldbus (FF), one of eight IEC international Fieldbus standards proposed by Fieldbus
Foundation, is just a kind of special-purposed realtime industrial networks. FF-liked networks are generally characterized by the obligation to respect stringent temporal constraint, which must be met to
guarantee the correctness and safety of field devices
[4– 6]. In order to achieve above object, centralized
Media Access Control (MAC) is utilized by FF to
support periodic messages, and distributed MAC to
support aperiodic messages.
Concerning periodic messages, the main problem is
constructing schedule table and schedule algorithm.
Similar researches can be found in Refs. [7 –14]. As for
aperiodic messages, FF utilizes the mechanism of Pass
Token (PT) priority and PT circulation period to meet
its temporal constraint. At the aspect of guaranteeing
important aperiodic messages, there are only few
mechanisms, such as in Refs. [15,16]. Moreover, these
researches are not detailed enough. This paper not only
analyzes the effect of PT circulation period on WorstCase Response Time (WCRT) of aperiodic messages in
detail, but also points out main cause of current
mechanism’s deficiencies. Furthermore, this paper proposes an improved one and validates it with simulation.
The remainders of this paper are organized as
follows: Section 2 describes the primary transfer procedures of periodic and aperiodic messages in FF and
corresponding models. Then in Section 3, the effect of
Setting PT Circulation Period (SPTCP) and Actual PT
Circulation Period (APTCP) on real-time communication of aperiodic messages is evaluated from different
aspects of view, such as guaranteeing urgent aperiodic
messages, high level utilization of FF, effectiveness of
FF on best-effort transfer of normal aperiodic messages, etc. In Section 4, an improved APTCP computing mechanism and then a method of setting SPTCP are
proposed. The simulation results for the proposed
mechanism are presented and analyzed in Section 5.
Finally, in Section 6 some conclusions are given.

2. Communication model of aperiodic messages
2.1. Network and message models
Consider a DCS where there are nn nodes interconnected by a FF network. Assume there are nP

periodic messages MPi =(CPi, TPi , DPi )(ia[1, nP]) and
nA aperiodic messages MAi=(CAi , TAi , DAi )(ia[l, nA])
within the DCS. Wherein, TPi , DPi and CPi correspond
to periodicity, deadline and transaction duration of
periodic message MPi , respectively. TAi , DAi and CAi
correspond to periodicity, deadline and transaction
duration of aperiodic messages MAi , respectively. For
aperiodic messages, their arrival durations usually
are irregular, however it is assumed that there is a
minimum inter-arrival time in order to guarantee its
temporal constraint.
Within FF, aperiodic messages are classified into
urgent, normal and available. Therefore, the following description for concrete aperiodic messages with
its priority and node index is presented.
MUi; j ¼ ðCUi; j ; TUi; j ; Di;Uj Þ ð ja½1; niU Þ

ð1Þ

MNi; j ¼ ðCNi; j ; TNi; j ; Di;Nj Þ ð ja½1; niN Þ

ð2Þ

MVi; j ¼ ðCVi; j ; TVi; j ; Di;Vj Þ ð ja½1; niV Þ

ð3Þ

MAi; j ¼ ðCAi; j ; TAi; j ; Di;Aj Þ ð ja½1; niU þ niN þ niV Þ

ð4Þ

nn
X
ðniU þ niN þ niV Þ ¼ nA

ð5Þ

i¼1

where, MUi, j, MNi, j, and MVi, j correspond to jth urgent,
normal and available aperiodic messages in ith node,
respectively.
2.2. Transfer procedure of aperiodic messages
In order to meet the requirement of aperiodic
messages with different levels of criticality in temporal aspect, FF provides PT priority and PT Circulation
Period (PTCP).
Corresponding to different aperiodic messages’
priorities, PT priorities are differentiated into three
classes: urgent, normal and available. For an aperiodic message, it is transmitted only when its priority is
not less than current PT priority and its transfer time is
less than Maximum Token Hold Time (MTHT),
which is set in PT frame. PT returns to Link Active
Scheduler (LAS) when no aperiodic message with
proper priority exists or MTHT expires [16].
PTCP is the time duration between PT reaches a
same node twice consecutively. Within FF, there are
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two kinds of PTCP, Setting PT Circulation Period and
Actual PT Circulation Period, where the former is set
online or offline by an operator and the latter is
measured online. Within FF, APTCP equals to the
measured value of the time duration between PT
reaches a particular node with the minimum address
(without losing generality, the minimum address is set
as 1 in this paper) twice consecutively.
To enhance real-time response of critical aperiodic
messages in FF, LAS changes PT priority online
according to the difference between SPTCP and
APTCP. The detail is shown in Fig. 1.

visits node i at its cth order. According to definition,
visit(c,i) has following property: if (i p nn), visit(c,i) is
followed by visit(c,i + 1), otherwise by visit(c + 1,1),
on the other hand, if (i p 1), the previous one before
visit(c,i) is visit(c,i  1), otherwise is visit(c  1, nn).
Further, to describe the elapsed time between PT
visiting node i and node m that starts from visit(c,i)
and ends at visit(c,m), Deli,j
c is introduced. Obviously,
visit(c,i) and Deli,j
c have the following property,

Deli;c j

2.3. PT visiting model
Intervals between PT twice consecutive visiting a
same node are different because of PT experiencing
different loads of periodic and aperiodic messages
during these intervals. However, PT priority is only
changed at node 1.
To describe the behavior of a sequence by which
PT visits a node, a pair of subscripts are introduced,
visit(c,i), where c indicates the order of PT visiting
and i indicates the address of node being visited. That
means visit(c,i) indicates the beginning instant that PT
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>
>
>
>
<
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>
>
>
:
ði þ jÞ>nn

ð6Þ
Let APTCP(c) be the elapsed time of APTCP at its
cth order, which means APTCP(c) is from the time PT
visits node 1 at its cth order to the time PT visits node
1 at its (c + 1)th order. According to the definition of
APTCP, APTCP(c) equals to visit(c + 1,1)  visit(c,1)
n
or Dell,n
c .
The relationships among visit(c,i), Deli,j
c , APTCP
and SPTCP are illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. LAS schedule for aperiodic messages.
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Fig. 2. Relationship among related parameters of PT visiting model.

2.4. Changing procedure of PT priority
From Sections 2.2 and 2.3, PT priority changes
online at the instant of visit(c + 1,1) according to
difference between SPTCP and APTCP(c), and to
the PT priority in last cycle. Therefore, the following
state transfer graph for PT priority illustrated is
presented in Fig. 3.
2.5. Queue delay for urgent aperiodic messages
For convenient description of waiting procedure of
aperiodic messages, their priority are neglected temporally, and just regard all aperiodic messages as the
same priority.
As for MAi,j, it cannot be transferred immediately it
arrives at node i and must wait until the arrival of PT
at this node. Further, MAi,j is transferred according to
First Come First Service (FCFS) rule within node i.
Therefore, queue delay of MAi,j consists of the time for
waiting arrival of PT at node i, for transmitting other
aperiodic messages arriving earlier in this node, and
for transmitting itself. It is obvious that the worst-case
condition for MAi,j is that the following two situations
occur simultaneously: MAi,j arrives at node i just after
PT leaves this node, and all other aperiodic messages
in node i arrive simultaneously except for MAi,j arriv-

Fig. 3. State transfer graph for PT priority.

ing later. The corresponding response procedure is
illustrated in Fig. 4.
Let RAi denote response time of aperiodic message
i,j
MA under the worst-case situation, then
RAi; j ¼ ðDel ci;l  PTf Þ þ

N
X

Delx;1
c þ

x¼iþ1

þ

i1
X
x¼1

Delx;1
cþkþ1 þ

niA

X

C i;x
A

cþk X
N
X

Delx;1
l

l¼cþ1 x¼1

ð7Þ

x¼1

where k denotes the number of PT cycles that MAi,j
must wait for proper PT priority, while PTf denote the
time of sending and returning PT without transmitting
aperiodic messages.
Note that Eq. (7) is only a general expression of
WCRT of any aperiodic message. Further, the last
item in Eq. (7) maybe includes only CAi,j instead of all
aperiodic messages in node i. In fact, the contents
contained in the last term are related to all the
previous several items in Eq. (7). The items from
the second to the fifth are related to priority of
considered aperiodic message. Therefore, Eq. (7) is
only an upper bound of WRCT.
2.6. Transfer capability of aperiodic window (AW)
LAS sends PT for aperiodic messages only within
Aperiodic Window (AW), whose transfer capability
varies in different instants and is related to the content
in the corresponding Periodic Window (PW) [11].
Therefore, to calculate the transfer capability, the content of periodic window, the schedule of periodic
messages, which is determined by the arrival pattern
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Fig. 4. Response procedure of an aperiodic message.

of periodic messages, must be considered. That means
the transfer capability of aperiodic window integrated
with arrival pattern of periodic messages has to be
calculated.
Let PW(i) and AW(i)(ia[1, NMic]) denote ith periodic window and aperiodic window, respectively,
where NMic denote the number of microcycles within
Scheduling Table (ST) [16]. If ST is constructed by
the rule of Least Common Multiple (LCM) and Highest Common Factor (HCF), NMic equals to LCM/HCF
of the periods of all periodic messages.
Let WAi and WPi be the time lengths of AW(i) and
PW(i), respectively. According to above definition,
the following equation is given
WPi ¼

nP
X
ðST ½ j; i*ÞCPj

ð8Þ

j¼1

where ST [ j, i*] denotes whether periodic message j is
scheduled in the ith microcycle. i* denotes the order
of the ith microcycle in ST, i*=[i% NMic].
WAi ¼ MicP  WPi

ð9Þ

where MicP denotes time length of a microcycle. Let
XAi,j denote the number of microcycles for completing the transfer of MAi under worst-case situation.
Xi;Aj ¼ minðwÞ \

bþw1
X
i¼b

WAi z

nA
X

f ðCAK ; w; bÞ

ð10Þ

k¼1

Note that Eq. (10) does not contain C the order of
PT cycle or PT visiting, as Eq. (7) does. This is
because actual traffic of aperiodic messages and the
aperiodic window are uncertain. Within Eq. (7), C is

just for the convenience of description. Furthermore,
Eq. (10) only explains how to calculate XAi,j, particularly the load of aperiodic messages is in the right
part of Eq. (10), which will be adjusted according to
actual permitted load of aperiodic messages.
Another point worthwhile to note in Eq. (10) is b,
the order of aperiodic window. Since the variety of
aperiodic window will lead aperiodic messages to
suffer different waiting time, which is determined by
the transfer capability of aperiodic window from the
arrival of an aperiodic message to completing its
transfer. Therefore, the worst-case order of aperiodic
window need be considered, which means the aperiodic window starting from b owns the less transfer
capability. That is,

mawþw1

X

b ¼ mawmax minðwÞ \
WAi

i¼maw
!!
nA
X
z
f ðCAj ; w; bÞ

ð11Þ

k¼1

In the following section, b denotes the worst-case
order of aperiodic window unless explicitly stated.
Furthermore, considering the priority of aperiodic
messages, the situation is complicated. For urgent
aperiodic messages in node i, only the time length of
aperiodic messages being transferred before PT arriving node i need be considered, where the time
length is related to current PT priority. For a normal
aperiodic message in node i, it is allowed transferring only when the PT priority changes into normal.
Therefore, the maximum waiting number of PT
cycles for PT priority changing from urgent into
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normal has to be considered. Besides, the time
length of other aperiodic messages being transferred
before completing the regarded aperiodic message
needs to be considered too. The detailed analysis of
the WRCT of aperiodic messages will be done in
Section 3.

3. The effect of SPTCP and APTCP on real-time
communication of aperiodic messages
In the above section, the real-time capability of
aperiodic messages is evaluated under the assumption that the instant of PT changing priority is
known. However, the effect of SPTCP and APTCP
is neglected actually. In this section, how to set
SPTCP is investigated in detail. The following analysis is done by guaranteeing the real-time requirement of urgent aperiodic messages and by meeting
the real-time requirement of normal aperiodic messages with best efforts (Just for convenience, normal
and available aperiodic messages are regarded as the
same).
3.1. Deadline of requirement of urgent aperiodic
messages

transfer capability of the aperiodic window during the
period of SPTCP.
i

LU ¼ minðDi;Uj Þ 

nU
n X
X

CUi; j  d ðia½1; n; ja½1; niU Þ

i¼1 j¼1

ð14Þ
0

0

WA ðSPTCPÞ ¼ @min@

mawþb SPTCP
MicP c1

X

11
WUi AA

where d denotes the overhead for transferring PT
token during a PT cycle. Accordingly, PT priority is
in urgent in this situation.
Therefore, SPTCPU should meet the following
condition,
SPTCPU zðwAminðWA ðwÞÞzLU Þ

ð16Þ

3.2. Unfairness of APTCP and the dependence
relation of node address on urgent aperiodic
messages
It should be noted that the above expression is
gotten under the worst case among all nodes. In fact,
PT priority changes in node 1 when the previous
APTCP is less than SPTCP. That means part of nodes
maybe suffer from less delay and dependence relation
of urgent aperiodic messages on node address.
For node k, the dependence relation is stated from
the condition of SPTCP.

To guarantee the real-time requirement of urgent
aperiodic messages, every urgent aperiodic message
must be transmitted before its deadline. Under this
requirement, SPTCP should be less than the deadline
of every urgent aperiodic message. Therefore SPTCP
must at least arrive once during the period of two
consecutive arrivals of an urgent aperiodic message.
Consequently,

where WA and LUk meet the following condition,

SPTCPU VminðDi;Uj Þðia½1; n; ja½1; niU Þ

WA ðSPTCPkU ÞzLkU

ð12Þ

Besides, the transfer capability of aperiodic window had better transfer all ongoing urgent aperiodic
messages during one SPTCP in order to decrease the
overhead during a PT cycle.

SPTCPkU zðwAðwAminðWA ðwÞÞzLkU ÞÞ

LkU ¼ minðDk;j
UÞ

ð13Þ

where LU denotes the left capability after transferring
all possible aperiodic messages, WA(SPTCP) denotes

n
X

0
@

i¼kþ1
niU


WA ðSPTCPU ÞzLU

ð15Þ

i¼maw

k X
X

i

nU
X

i

CUi; j þ

j¼1

nN
X

ð17Þ

1
CNi; j A

j¼1

CUi; j  dð ja½1; nkU Þ

i¼1 j¼1

If normal aperiodic messages are taken as the
block factor just as the real schedule theory does, it
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is obvious that node 1 suffers from maximum block
factor. That is due to the computing mechanism of
APTCP that causes PT priority changes only in
node 1.
3.3. Lost control of SPTCP on guaranteeing urgent
aperiodic messages
PT changes into normal as soon as APTCP being
less than SPTCP occurs, which will lead urgent
aperiodic messages to suffering from larger delay
since both normal and urgent aperiodic messages
can be transferred during the next PT cycle. In this
case, SPTCP cannot guarantee the real-time requirement of urgent aperiodic messages at all. This phenomenon is referred to as lost control of SPTCP. In
order to avoid this phenomenon, the only way is to
prevent APTCP being less than SPTCP from occurring. That means
SPTCPL VminðWAi Þ þ d

ð18Þ

it cannot guarantee the real-time requirement of urgent aperiodic messages at all.
0 i
1
nU
niN
n
X
X
X
@
C i; j þ
C i; j A þ d þ WP ðSPTCP2 Þ
U

i¼1

N

j¼1

VSPTCP2N

ðcase 2Þ

ðcase 1Þ

ð20Þ

Furthermore, the transfer capability of FF must at
least meet all possible messages during a long time[17].
Accordingly,
0 j
1
nU
nNj
n
X
X
X
i;
j
i;
j
i;
j
i;
j
@
C U kU þ
C N kN A t þ d
i¼1

j¼1

j¼1

t
SPTCPLon

þ WP ðtÞVt

ð21Þ

Besides, SPTCPLon should meet
0

0 i
1
nU
niN
n
X
X
X
@
SPTCPLon z@1 
CUi; j ki;Uj þ
CNi; j ki;Nj A
i¼1



d þ WP ðSPTCP1N ÞVSPTCP1N

N

j¼1

3.4. Transfer opportunity for normal aperiodic
messages
As for normal aperiodic messages, they get transfer opportunity only when PT priority is normal or
available. That means APTCP being less than
SPTCP must occur. It is difficult to find exact
APTCP since aperiodic messages arrive irregularly.
Therefore, just consider two extreme cases, one is
that all aperiodic messages arrive at the maximum
rate, the other is none of aperiodic messages exists
during a PT cycle.
For case 1, the following condition must be met,
otherwise normal aperiodic messages never get
chance to be transferred.

111

j¼1

j¼1

n
X
1
Wi
MacP i¼1 P

!1
ð22Þ

d

where SPTCPT denotes the necessary SPTCP for all
possible messages.
3.5. Lower efficiency of APTCP on normal aperiodic
messages
Furthermore, a less SPTCP can meet the real-time
requirement of urgent aperiodic messages, but this
SPTCP may introduce a bad waste of aperiodic
window to transferring normal aperiodic messages.
If SPTCP is set according to the extreme result in case
1, x and y may become very big and the utilization of

ð19Þ

However, it is difficult to find a proper number of
urgent aperiodic messages that can both guarantee the
real-time requirement of urgent aperiodic messages
and meets that of normal aperiodic messages with best
efforts. If let SPTCP equal to SPTCPN2 according to
the case 2, the result is obviously improper since that

Table 1
Transfer capability of aperiodic window and overhead
Microcycle 20 (ms)
(MicP)

Overhead per
PT cycle (d)

Aperiodic
window
W Ai (ms)

4

5

2 (ms)

1

2

3

6 7

8

9 10 11 12

6

8

8 12 14 10 8 12 14

8

8 12
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Table 2
Parameters of urgent and normal aperiodic messages
Order of nodes
Urgent aperiodic
messages

Service time (ms)
Arrival period (ms)
Arrival rate (1/ms)
Service time (ms)
Arrival rate (ms)

Normal aperiodic
messages

1

2

3

4

5

2
40
50
5
100

2
45
60
5
90

2
50
70
5
80

2
48
60
5
90

2
50
70
5
90

network resource may decrease. This phenomenon
can be obviously seen from the following.
i

x dþ

nU
n X
X

CUi; j VWA ðx SPTCP1N Þ

ð23Þ

i¼1 j¼1

0 i
1
nU
niN
n
X
X
X
@
y dþ
CUi; jþ
CNi; j AVWA ðy SPTCP1N Þ ð24Þ
i¼1

j¼1

j¼1

where x and y are the number of PT cycles for PT
changing into normal first time and completing transfer of normal aperiodic messages.
Example: Considering a given schedule in Table 1
and a set of periodic and aperiodic messages in Table
2, the following value for SPTCP can be obtained.
According to the given load of periodic and aperiodic messages and the conditions SPTCP must meet,
the following results can be obtained:
SPTCPU V40 ms; SPTCPO
U z20 ms; SPTCPL V8 ms;
SPTCP1N z8 ms; SPTCP2N z80 ms; SPTCPLon z20 ms
From the obtained results, it can be seen obviously
that there are lots of conditions that SPTCP has to
meet, and most of these conditions are conflicting.
Even the two extreme conditions (SPTCPN1, SPTCPN2)
are neglected, it is still difficult to find a proper
SPTCP from the left conditions.

4. Improvement of APTCP computing mechanism
4.1. Impact of various PT priority states on the
response time of urgent and normal aperiodic
messages
The analysis in previous sections indicates that the
WCRT of urgent and normal aperiodic messages varies
significantly under different conditions, and temporal

constraints of these messages cannot be effectively
guaranteed by current mechanism utilizing PT priority
and PT circulation period. In current mechanism, PT
priority changes only at node 1 within a new PT cycle if
there is enough difference between previous APTCP
and SPTCP. Obviously, this mechanism is too simple
to effectively adapt to the dynamic traffic of aperiodic
messages and meet to the respond time requirement of
urgent and normal aperiodic messages.
Although minimum arrival period for aperiodic
messages is assumed, it is just for convenience of
analysis. In fact, the following case may occur: none
aperiodic message arrives in a PT cycle, which causes
PT priority to maintain or change to normal. Then in
the next PT cycle, all aperiodic messages arrive at
their maximum rates. Consequently urgent aperiodic
messages suffer from larger response time. As for an
urgent aperiodic message, a fairly small SPTCP
cannot guarantee the time requirement of its each
instance, unless setting SPTCP as small as SPTCPL.
However, the latter selection will cause normal aperiodic messages to lose opportunity to transmit forever. As for a normal aperiodic message, a small SPTCP
will make PT priority maintain at urgent because of
the overhead of sending and returning PT even no
urgent aperiodic messages is transmitted (as for this
argument, you can refer to Section 3).
Therefore, it can be argued that the goal of PT priority
and aperiodic messages priority cannot be realized only
through a properly set SPTCP under current APTCP
computing mechanism. Consequently, it is necessary to
propose a new one to enhance timely responsibility of
FF for actual load to guarantee the temporal constraint of
urgent and normal aperiodic messages.
4.2. Improvement of APTCP computing mechanism
It is obvious that the new mechanism should timely
respond the real-time requirement of each urgent
aperiodic message. To achieve this goal, the improved
APTCP (IAPTCP) should timely indicate the realtime requirement of each urgent aperiodic message in
each node. Naturally, improved mechanism proposed
in this paper is that IAPTCP equals to the elapsed time
between PT arriving consecutively twice at any same
node instead of node 1 only. Additionally, this paper
introduces how to set ISPTCP (SPTCP under the
improved mechanism).
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Fig. 5. Relationship between IAPTCP(c,i) and ISPTCP.

Let IAPTCP(c,i) denote the elapsed time between
visit(c,i) and visit(c + 1,i), which is illustrated in Fig. 5.
It is obvious that new mechanism can maintain the
upper bound for WRCT of urgent aperiodic messages
through an easy method by setting a proper SPTCP.
i,j
Here, M U
is taken as example for explaining how to
i,j
set ISPTCP. Assume that M U
arrives at node i just after
PT leaves this node and current PT priority is normal.
Assume that IAPTCP(c,x) being larger than SPTCP
occurs at instant of visit(c + 1,x), then PT priority
changes from normal to urgent. Furthermore, assume
that PT priority at least keeps urgent until visit(c + 1,i).
i,j
In this scenario, the WCRT of M U
can be determined.
i,j
i,j
Let R U denote response time of M U
under the new
mechanism.
Ri;Uj

¼

SPTCPþðfi;Uj

nP
X
 1Þ MicPþ ST ½l; ðb þ fx;i
U Þ*
l¼1

niU

CPl þ

X

CUk;l

ð25Þ

l¼1

where Y
f x,y
U denote the number of microcycles for
i,j
completing the transfer of M U
.

Y
fx;y
U ¼ minðwÞ \

bþw1
X

Yi; j
WAi zW
U

i¼b

0
Yx;y
W
U

u

ndk
y X
X

C k;l
B
B k¼x j¼1 U
B
¼B
ndkn
nkU
y X
BX
n X
X
@
k;l
CU þ
CUk;l
k¼x l¼1

k¼1 j¼1

ðy > xÞ

ðy < xÞ

For convenience of describing its WCRT of MUi, j,
let Y
n i,x
U denote the left delay after the promotion of PT
priority that occurs at the instant of visit(c,x) (x z i) or
visit(c, + 1,i) (x < i) under the new mechanism.
Y
Yx;i
ni;x
U ¼ ð fU  1Þ MicP þ

nP
X

l
ST ½l; ðb þ Y
fx;i
U Þ* CP

l¼1
niU

þ

X

CUk;l

ð26Þ

l¼1

In order to guarantee the time constraints of urgent
aperiodic messages, ISPTCP must meet the following
requirement:
Di;Uj zY
Ri;Uj ¼ ISPTCPi þ Y
n i;Ux

ð27Þ

Furthermore, determine different SPTCPs can be
determined according to the traffic of normal and
Available aperiodic messages permitted before the
promotion of PT priority.
i
ISPTCPi ¼ minðDi;Uj  Y
f i;x
U Ai; xan; janU Þ

ð28Þ

For M Ui,j, there are different positions for the occurrence of IAPTCP(c,x) or IAPTCP(c + 1, x) being larger
than SPTCP, among which IAPTCP(c, i + 1)(c p n)
or IAPTCP(c + 1, 1) (c = n) is the most effective
position for preventing the transfer of normal aperiodic messages. Under this case, expression (29) is
derived
i;ðiþxÞ%i

Y
ISPTCPi ¼ minðDi;j
U  fU

Ai; x; a; janiU Þ

ð29Þ
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Since
i
Yi;j
Yi;ðiþxÞ%n :
Di;j
U z RU ¼ ISPTCP þ nU

5. Performance evaluation of improved
mechanism
A simulation model has been constructed using
OPNET Modeler 8.0. The main objective of the
simulation study is to gain insight into the performance
of the proposed APTCP computing mechanism. It is
assumed that eight nodes are connected using FF. Each
node produces two aperiodic message streams: one is a
Poisson stream with urgent priority, packet length of
60 bits and arrival rate of 10 packet/s, the other is a
Poisson stream with normal priority, packet length of
120 bits and arrival rate of 20 packet/s (for the
simplicity of simulation, periodic messages are not to
be considered). The service capability of processing
module is 31,250 bps. PT is transferring between LAS
and nodes, which takes one fifth of the service time of
an urgent aperiodic message. In our simulation, both
SPTCP and ISPTCP are set to 0.05 s.
Firstly, previous APTCP computing mechanism is
considered, where the APTCP is computed and accordingly PT priority is changed only at node 1 in
each cycle. Then, the improved APTCP computing
mechanism is considered, where the APTCP is computed and accordingly PT priority is changed at every
node in each cycle. Time duration of both simulations
is set to 1000 s. From each simulation, the WCRT data
of urgent aperiodic messages in each node can be

Fig. 7. Average WCRT of urgent aperiodic messages.

obtained. These data are processed and plotted as
shown in following two figures.
As shown in Fig. 6, our improved APTCP computing mechanism decreases the maximum WCRT of
urgent aperiodic messages dramatically. The similar
result can be found in Fig. 7, where the average
WCRT of urgent periodic messages goes down slightly in the improved mechanism than in the previous
mechanism. By adjusting the PT priority in every
node dynamically, this new mechanism becomes more
sensitive to the change of real traffic load in FF and
improves the capability of FF to meet the real-time
requirement of urgent aperiodic messages greatly.
Moreover, Figs. 6 and 7 show that the fairness
between different nodes increases significantly. In the
previous mechanism, the average WCRT of urgent
aperiodic messages in former nodes is much high than
that in latter nodes. However, in our improved mechanism, the average WCRT of urgent aperiodic messages is nearly equal in different nodes.

6. Conclusions

Fig. 6. Maximum WCRT of urgent aperiodic messages.

Supporting real-time traffic of critical aperiodic
messages using FF is a complicated issue since it is
concerned with ST, APTCP, SPTCP and PT priority,
etc. This paper first proposes an integrated message
transmission model, which integrates periodic messages with aperiodic messages together. Then formulas
for the response time of urgent and normal aperiodic
messages are given. Through the formula, deficiency of
current APTCP computing mechanism in meeting realtime traffic of urgent and normal aperiodic messages is
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found. Furthermore, this paper proposes a new APTCP
computing mechanism and gives a methodology for
setting SPTCP. Finally, the simulation results show that
the proposed APTCP computing mechanism improves
real-time performance of urgent aperiodic messages
significantly. The ongoing work is to optimize aperiodic message priorities under some criterion, such as
response time, loss rate, utilization, etc.
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